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Rhyming makes reading easier and more fun for kids that are just getting started. When rhyming

words are included in a story, they make sounding out (decoding) easier. Kids have reading

success sooner and faster, build confidence, and they have fun too. Bob Books Rhyming Words is a

great next step after Bob Books Set 1.  Inside the box you'll find: - 10 easy-to-read, hilarious small

books, 12 pages each - With mostly two and three letter words, Bob Books Rhyming Words is

suitable for the very beginning reader - Phonics based -Â  words can be sounded out - Our rhyming

words have endings that are spelled the same (no rhyming kite with light) - Rhyming words are

interspersed throughout, so the story is told in a conversational tone - For extra learning support,

each book focuses on one short vowel. For example, Hen in the Den focuses on the EN family, but

also includes eggs, nest and went for extra short-e practice - 40 word-family puzzle cards for fun

rhyming words games
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After Set 2, we were looking for more practice before moving on. We did the Kindergarten sight

words series and were about to hesitantly move on to Set 3 when the Rhyming Words set came out.

Though this would probably be best between sets 1 and 2, it is a great way to reinforce the skills my

daughter has learned before we get into more complex words. We love the BOB Books here and my



daughter has really gone far with her reading!

I have all the bob book sets and this rhyming set would compliment set 2 (orange, advanced

beginners) and beyond. My kids find it more fun to read when the words rhyme so this set is

encouraging for them.

I am using the Bob series along with "Teaching your child to read in 100 easy lessons." Our routine

is super effective- 10 minute lesson from "teaching...", read 1 new Bob book, then read one he's

read before as a review. My five and a half year old (who is in half day pre-k) finished set 1 & 2, so

now we are doing this series and kindergarten site words. I am glad to have this before starting set

3, which looks more advanced. Happy reading!

Great early reader books. On the package it lays out the order you should buy the BOB series for

like pre-reader, early reader etc. I didn't realize this is quite a bit into all the sets. I wish that

information would have been online because I need a little simpler one at the time being.

My students love Bob Books. They can read them on their own, as they learn the spelling patterns.

The sequence of spelling patterns in Bob Books matches pretty well the sequence of the

Orton-Gillingham-based programs I use for tutoring. This rhyming series also includes fun flash

cards that you can interlock to make a variety of words. That's a nice tactile way to understand how

rhyming spelling patterns work.

Get these at Costco, instead. These books are tiny and not in a hard case. They are more

expensive than the ones at Costco, too. So, if they're out of stock there, wait for them to come back

in stock. As to the books, I don't like the drawings at all. BUT, I do like the content and how a new

Reader can work up in skill. That is a great thing. Just wish the books weren't so creepy. And, these

ones are small.

We love all the Bob books. They are so simple you can't believe you just paid for these little 2-color

small books with a few words per page, but when your child starts reading them, you're thrilled and

would pay double for them :)

Good series, easy to read for kid.each book has 10-12 pages and you have 10 books in the box.



Each page has 3-4 words to read, well with repitition of the same word in 2-3 pages. It took 10

minutes to read all for my beginner. 10+ bucks for 10 mins attraction.
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